
IGF 2023 WS#57 “Lights, Camera, Deception? Sides of Deepfake & Generative AI” 

Discussion Facilitation: 

We will be facilitating interaction between speakers, participants and interested/relevant parties in six main 

ways: 

(1) Speaker-to-speaker discussion: The moderator will be starting the round table discussions by asking the 

guiding questions, and the panel speakers are encouraged to contribute. The moderator will observe and 

balance the speaking time between the speakers through intervention. (E.g: The moderator will intervene in 

an appropriate manner when a speaker has spoken over proportionate and invite a speaker who has spoken 

less to provide more supplementation) 

(2) Speaker and audience discussion: At the end of each round table discussion, the moderator will open the 

floor to both the audience and the speakers to discuss the question posed by the moderator. The question is 

designed to be relatable to most general topic’s daily experience to encourage participation and 

understanding of the topic. 

(3) Q&A: There will be a Q&A session after the second-round table discussion. The audience is encouraged 

and given the chance to ask any question in relation to the topic. 

(4) Survey: An online survey will be conducted. Interaction is encouraged in order to supplement our final 

report using audience contributions regarding the policy questions and topics discussed.  

(5) Collaboration: Online collaboration tolls like Mural or Dashboard will be integrated into the session to 

facilitate interactive exercises and brainstorming sessions, especially in the opening. 

(6) Social media: Posters and flyers of the workshop will be made and promoted online to Internet 

Governance, youth, and other relevant communities. Designated hashtags will be created to facilitate online 

discussion, share insights, and extend the reach of the workshop beyond physical and virtual venues. 
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